DAMIEN GARCIA
OBJECTIVE

Accomplished full stack web developer with experience in creating fully responsive websites and
applications which exhibit eloquent user experiences. Interested in working with a diverse group of
people and technology stacks to achieve highly scalable solutions.

TECHNICAL

Languages: HTML5, CSS3, SASS, JQuery, PHP, SQL, XAML, C#
Frameworks: .NET, WordPress, Bootstrap
Programs: Visual Studio, Git, CodeFlow, Photoshop, Illustrator, Adobe Creative Suite, Framer

EDUCATION

Web & Database Development // Highline College - Des Moines, WA Mar. ‘14
Bachelor of Science - Graphic Design // The Art Institute - San Diego, CA Dec. ‘07

EXPERIENCE 08/16 - Present // Microsoft // Software Design Developer
· Developed user interface features on a team of 7 Design Developers with XAML & C#/C++ for
various customer facing UWP applications such as Groove Music, Movies & TV, Windows DVD Player
· Collaborated with numerous engineering and design teams to implement and trouble shoot new and
existing UI features as well as problem solved programming issues
· Polished and resolved bugs for various UWP applications using CodeFlow & Git
· Created various prototypes using UWP & Framer for New Musical Experiences, to allow users to
record, manipulate and play with audio samples to make and export music
· Explored creating mixed reality (VR/AR) experiences for the Windows Mixed Reality Portal with Unity
06/13 - 07/16 // Brandner Communications // Web Developer (Full Stack)
· Developed websites using WordPress (PHP) & Kentico (.NET) content management systems
· Created company website with HTML5, SASS, and JQuery for mobile, tablet and desktop users
· Implemented the use of Google Analytics on client websites
· Collected user information in databases using SQL to be used for client leads
· Reformatted existing client sites for mobile using Web2.0 best standards
· Developed interactive website applications with HTML5, SASS, and JQuery to allow clients to gather
information from potential customer in a creative and engaging manner
05/10 - 06/13 // Brandner Communications // Graphic & Web Designer
· Created and updated marketing collateral including: trade show graphics, company brochures, email
campaigns, digital media promotions
· Designed and updated identity packages for multiple clients
· Designed websites and desktop applications
· Finalized design materials and press checked product user guides and manuals
09/07 - 05/10 // Grace Digital Audio // Graphic & Web Designer
· Designed and maintained e-commerce website including layout, design and coding
· Updated code and images with concerns to search engine optimization
· Created graphics for emails, promotions, product literature for company websites
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1 BRANDNER COMMUNICATIONS
Fully responsive website showcasing
company’s portfolio and specialties
2 SIMPSON DOOR COMPANY
Engaging website application to create
custom comtemporary door designs

3

3 GROOVE MUSIC APP
Fixed various bugs, and implemented
many new features
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